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Large Volume Metrology Applications
Overview
This project targets improved, accurate, traceable measuring systems for operation as Large Volume
Metrology (LVM) tools and integration of these tools into a factory coordinate metrology network. The
network and tools will be suitable for operation in typical factory environments or for permanent inclusion
inside manufacturing systems such as large machine tools, industrial robots, etc., in accordance with ISO
Geometrical Product Specification (GPS) standards. The new tools and technologies will offer better
accuracy than existing systems, enhanced uncertainty calculation and budgeting, improved compensation
methods for air refractive index, and the ability to interface with production and assembly process control,
resulting in traceability, efficiency and cost improvements in industries & science facilities relying on LVM.
Need
LVM is often hidden from consumers but is vital for the manufacture and alignment of many items upon
which modern life and leading-edge science depend. LVM is necessary because the item or items to be
measured or aligned are too large to fit within conventional measuring machines or too bulky to transport to a
calibration laboratory – they must be measured in situ, often in non-cooperative environments. Aviation, the
biggest sector user of LVM, needs to deliver new, lighter aircraft but the metrology tools to achieve the
smaller tolerances on large parts do not exist. Existing industrial factories e.g. automotive, inspect only ~1 %
of items and do this offline as inline tools are slow and not traceable, leading to inefficiency. Industry 4.0 and
Digital Factories pre-suppose that Automatic Guided Vehicles (AGVs) and robotics in factories can achieve
necessary positioning and alignment accuracies with real-time control but this is far from being available.
The Institute For Robotics and IEEE Robotics and Automation Society state that real-time feedback is a
fundamental requirement for e.g. robotic drilling machines where accurate metrology over large volumes is
needed, but this is not yet delivered (typical robot: 0.5 mm accuracy, typical required tolerances: 0.1 mm).
Current large volume factory metrology networks are not sufficiently accurate and local solutions based on
laser trackers are too expensive or too slow and there is no integration between localised metrology and
factory-wide metrology, impeding the in-process transition between different metrology devices. Existing
LVM tools (e.g. laser trackers, laser radar) use single point refractive index compensation, therefore fail to
deliver claimed accuracies in real-world factories where temperature gradients exist or change quickly. Large
machine tools must be error mapped (‘calibrated’) to achieve specification but this is expensive, timeconsuming and undertaken only occasionally, leading to accuracy or downtime issues. There are demands
for additional novel LVM tools based on novel and/or cheap sensors and techniques for the ever-expanding
range of end user scenarios e.g. higher accuracy (cheap) photogrammetry, and absolute distance 3D
coordinates at long ranges, useable in harsh environments. Additionally, there is a need for novel systems to
bridge the gap between expensive but accurate laser trackers and cheaper but less accurate
photogrammetry.
Objectives
The project aims to deliver a range of improved and/or novel LVM systems, capable of in situ operation in
factory environments, and to network several of these systems together to provide the metrology
infrastructure for a digitally-enabled Future Factory demonstrator. To achieve this the specific objectives are:
1. To improve the metrology capability of Frequency Scanning Interferometry (FSI)-based techniques
beyond the state-of-the-art by removing the current accuracy limitation of the necessary gas cell
frequency standard through improved spectroscopy.
2. To develop novel and validated LVM methods for simultaneous metrology of multiple items at different
scales and accuracies including: (i) close range precision tracking of robotic systems, (ii) medium
accuracy 3D positioning within whole factory volumes and adjustable accuracy tracking for
Autonomously Guided Vehicles carrying workpieces.
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3. To develop and demonstrate techniques for in situ high accuracy (~10-7) air refractive index
determination with factory-sized volumes.
4. To develop models to simulate self-organising production and assembly based on digital information
from process-integrated measurement systems and to apply these methods to other project outputs to
produce an industrial scenario demonstrator.
5. To produce equipment and validated methods for evaluating the performance and compensating for the
errors of large machine tools (> 50 m³); the cost and operability must be adequate to leave the
equipment on board or on the shop floor.
6. To facilitate the take up of the technology and measurement infrastructure developed in the project by
the measurement supply chain, standards developing organisations e.g. ISO/TC 213, and end users
e.g. the automotive and aerospace industry, through operation of one or more demonstration activities,
in addition to publications, training, and stakeholder interaction.
Progress beyond the state of the art
A preceding project (‘LUMINAR’) delivered several outputs such as prototype instruments and new
approaches which re-defined the state of the art at the time, and this project will take further action e.g. the
FSI system which provides state of the art coordinate metrology of multiple targets simultaneously will be
updated with latest data from this project to deliver better length measurement accuracy and hence better
coordinate uncertainty; the InPlanT system will be developed into a novel low cost system for use on large
machine tools (lower cost than existing commercial systems enabling it to be embedded and remain in a
machine for its lifetime); the absolute distance telemeters which delivered absolute position with refractive
index compensation but required long paths for accurate operation will be developed into newer systems
capable of operating over shorter path lengths and being operated in a multilateration network.
Additionally, new research in this project will improve on state of the art in other areas, e.g. refractive index
measurement will be transformed from a single point, low rate, to large range higher accuracy, higher speed;
novel instruments will benefit from provision of a unified interface and integration into a cooperative
metrology network demonstrator; a multi-scale variable uncertainty photogrammetry network will deliver
locally precise coordinates (e.g. for robots, AGVs) within a much larger medium accuracy factory coordinate
metrology network.
A new, model-based approach will be developed to obtain a protocol-agnostic interface description, in which
an LVM instrument is viewed as an abstract object-oriented system consisting of one or more base units and
mobile entities. The model’s object-oriented structure will allow a realization of the interface in arbitrary
structured communication protocols by adhering to fixed data transformation schemes. Moreover, the
transformation between different protocols decouples software requirements of measurement instruments
and actors, generally allowing an efficient integration into manufacturing production systems than can be
achieved today where the end user has to grapple with a multitude of proprietary interfaces and software. At
the moment, integration of a new LVM device into an existing system requires significant effort; by structuring
the device interface using a generalized functional model within the utilized Internet of Things protocols, this
limitation can be overcome and factories owning multiple expensive LVM instruments can link them together
to make a higher density, larger reference coordinate framework, making more efficient use of metrology
resources.
Outside of the project, the project partners note that other research groups have been developing optical
frequency comb approaches for absolute distance metrology, with some degree of success. However, such
systems are currently very expensive due to expensive bought-in components and they have not solved the
issues associated with tracking multiple targets at the same time with high accuracy. They may represent the
state of the art in a laboratory environment, but are nowhere near being applicable in an industrial
measurement scenario.
Results
Improve the metrology capability of FSI-based techniques (Objective 1).
Only one inaccurate set of historic (2005) spectroscopy data exists for hydrogen cyanide (HCN), so LaVA
seeks to make multiple, independent, higher accuracy HCN spectroscopy measurements in this wavelength
range. Measurements of pressure dependence are also required. HCN gas cell frequency standards at three
low pressures have been purchased from a supplier and used in initial tests. However, the pressure
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accuracy was found to be insufficient, and project partners now have concerns that the pressure in the cells
may not be maintained over the duration of the project so ISI and NPL are building their own vacuum
systems for controlled filling of HCN gas cells, with lower pressure uncertainty. Additionally, ISI have
designed a thermostatic controller for temperature control of the HCN cells during measurement. NPL has
purchased a dual frequency-comb system which has now been installed in a refurbished laboratory and a
link to the NPL hydrogen maser reference clock has been brough to the laboratory to ensure SI traceability
for the spectroscopy. NPL has performed initial alignment of the spectroscopy optics (where the cells are
placed) and work continues on the alignment and setting up ready for spectroscopic measurements.
ISI have designed and constructed their optical setup for linear spectroscopy and have already obtained a
linear spectrum from one HCN gas cell and measured 54 out of the available 56 HCN lines at 50 Pa
pressure. They observed a lower standard deviation in the measurements than reported in the previous
publication. They are now investigating pressure shift/broadening aspects using a temperature-controlled
oven. In their Doppler-free setup, ISI have also observed 3rd harmonic spectra of HCN. A pressure instability
due to adsorption of HCN on the internal cell walls is being investigated. ISI are now ready for beat
frequency measurements against their comb. Furthermore, RISE are planning their approach to their set of
HCN measurements, which will use a tuneable external cavity laser, by making initial tests using acetylene
gas cells (which cover only part of the C-band) in anticipation of using the ISI/NPL HCN cells at a later date.
To develop novel and validated LVM methods for simultaneous metrology of multiple items at different
scales and accuracies (Objective 2).
Several different systems are being developed including photogrammetry-based approaches and optical
tracking systems based on telemeter heads on gimbal mounts coupled using multilateration. The telemeter
system is now highly developed and engineering is complete; a new piezo-drivel gimbal mount (microradian
resolution) has been added for fine angle positioning. The measurement heads contribute only 1.3 µm error
in distance measurement. The overall distance measurement uncertainty is 4.5 µm and a new test campaign
had to be devised due to the uncertainty being smaller than the reference system previously planned to use
in the test – in other words this is a clear demonstration of the project delivering technology that advances
the start of the art. A first step experimental multilateration measurement (at ~ 1 m scale), gave standard
deviations (on 3D coordinates) below 5 µm. Comparison with a traceable standard shows 16 µm error and 8
µm standard deviation. Further experiments helped improve the signal from retroreflecting spheres. The
optical heads now have in-built webservers for communication and the mechanics and optics of this system
is now complete. In addition, user documentation is being written as the system is intended for use in several
scenarios including acting as a reference system in one of the measurement campaigns and in a closelycoupled measurement with the high accuracy short range photogrammetry system being developed by
another partner. Two publications (numbers 5 and 7 in the list below) have been produced on the system.
For the photogrammetry systems, three approaches are being followed: a self-contained measurement head
has been produced for a short-range traceable camera system for precision tracking of robots with scanner
heads; a long-range multi-camera system for covering factory volumes with low-cost cameras; and another
line of work has developed a new traceability route for existing commercial cameras used in industrial
applications using high accuracy optically calibratable targets and carbon fibre linear target clusters.
To develop and demonstrate techniques for in situ high accuracy (~10-7) air refractive index determination
with factory-sized volumes (Objective 3).
LaVA will perform along-the-beam temperature measurement simultaneous with laser distance metrology, to
obtain better air temperature compensation corrections. Three approaches are being investigated: a
spectroscopic thermometer (based on spectral absorption peaks in O2 molecules); and two acoustic
thermometers utilising speed of sound. For the spectroscopic thermometer a fully functioning prototype has
now been constructed using a 150 Hz swept laser. Traceability (to SI second) comes from known absorption
peaks documented in the HITRAN database, so the system requires no calibration. Using a microcontroller
to filter the data and perform all calculation has resulted in correct detection of weak spectral peaks and
direct output of beam average temperature. Standard deviations in test results are currently at ~0.2 °C level
and agree with 3 reference temperature sensors (Pt100) to within 0.2 °C along a 25 m path. The advantage
is that the spectroscopic system measures along the beam whereas the Pt100 sensors are only single point
local sensing. Further work is underway to improve the accuracy and prepare for inter-comparisons.
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One of the acoustic thermometers, based on pulse generation and detection, is now complete. So far, test
results give < 0.1 °C standard deviation in results and absolute errors from -0.19 °C to +0.02 °C in the
temperature range 18 °C to 24 °C. The system operational range has been extended to 20 m. The system is
designed to operate alongside the telemeter system. Additionally, a second prototype system is performing
well (0.1 °C resolution, 0.2 °C accuracy) at ranges so far up to 10 m. This device uses a self-calibration
technique to calibrate the effective distance from the transmitter to the receiver. A bi-direction transmitterreceiver pair is being used to compensate for non-static air (i.e. temperature independent air speed).
To develop models to simulate self-organising production and assembly based on digital information from
process-integrated measurement systems and to apply these methods to other JRP outputs to produce an
industrial scenario demonstrator (Objective 4).
A first approach for a model based on the functional view of a Large-Scale Metrology system has been
elaborated and implemented for Laser Tracker, iGPS and Ultra-wideband systems and was presented at a
conference in June 2019 to get broader feedback. The key characteristics necessary for consideration are
now elaborated in detail. A digital representation containing some samples is being prepared as a prototype.
A thorough review of established Internet of Things protocols for digital information sharing has been carried
out producing a list of key properties for LVM systems such as messaging pattern, data serialization,
authentication and authorisation. Further study has been performed into protocol-agnostic communication
patterns to show that they can be condensed into 8 exemplar Actions. Taking this into account, a modelling
scheme based on a set of resource classes has been defined resulting in an overall structure for the
instrument model. Consideration of the need for traceability has identified possible interactions with the
SmartCOM project, e.g. regarding inclusion of digital calibration certificates into the unified device mode.
A reference implementation of the device interface has been created, opting for a more general approach
implementing a domain-specific language in cooperation with another project. The interface of a virtual laser
tracker has been implemented using this modelling language. The implementation is ready for upload to git
to be usable with other partners. LaVA have now instantiated the reference implementation into specific
instances for 3 LVM devices (API Radian, Nikon iGPS, Pozyx UWB) and thorough debugging is underway,
although the quality of the current implementations is considered sufficient for the implementation of the
demonstrator. The work has been written up as a PhD thesis which is being submitted for examination.
A collaborative software repository has been set up for use of partners that need to interface their systems to
the end of project demonstrator. Due to COVID-19, the project entered a hiatus period of 6 months due to
laboratory shutdowns. The project partners are now planning around hosting the demonstrator event at WZL
RWTH Aachen (DE) in March 2022. This allows all partners enough time to catchup on COVID-delayed work
and to make use of a new laboratory at WZL. The new laboratory will have a floor space of 14 m x 25 m with
1 °C temperature control, and will contain a 5 m linear axis robot, a 3 m radius Kuka arm robot, a CMM
calibration room situated next door for calibration of precision artefacts before use in the demonstrator.
To produce equipment and validated methods for evaluating the performance and compensating for the
errors of large machine tools (> 50 m³) (Objective 5).
A low-cost optical target design (based on the InPlanT system developed in LUMINAR) has been selected
and early tests with it resulted in a design change – the sensor design abandoned vision algorithms,
preferring mechanical modulation/electronic demodulation of analogue signals. Modulation using a rotating
slit with cross-correlation detection has been successful at ranges up to ~3 m (distance to target), achieving
resolutions as small as 7 µm. A generic data format suggested in objective 4 is being used for data
interchange between the optical system and the machine tool controller. Modelling of the machine tool errors
has been undertaken together with a sensitivity analysis of the model parameters. Progress has been made
in modelling of the optics of the slit measuring system. Different solutions for generating the periodic motion
of the slit have been investigated and the realized as a plastic prototype. Optical simulations have been
performed to optimise the slit system. Candidate algorithms to detect the peaks were conceived, and are
being implemented in LabVIEW read for further characterisation. A benchtop setup (simulating a larger
structure) has now been made and tests are underway. A nearby industrial partner (manufacturer of large
machine tools) will offer a host machine for further testing.
Impact
The LaVA project website has been set up (empir.npl.co.uk/lava/) and is being populated with news and
information from the project, and a stakeholder committee has been formed consisting of eleven members
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representing end users from aerospace, automotive, metrology and academia. In terms of publications, eight
articles have been published as open access peer-reviewed papers (one is in process of being made open
access) and another is in submission. LaVA partners made three inputs to the ISO TC213 technical
committee on the subject of laser tracker verification testing. Project partners have presented papers or
posters to scientific or mixed audiences at 15 national or international conferences and workshops and given
6 training sessions (internal training for project partners and training sessions at the two major LVM
conferences - Coordinate Metrology Society Conference (CMSC) in the USA and 3D Metrology Conference
(3DMC) in the EU). Project partners are co-organisers of 3DMC. One member of staff at partner VTT has
submitted his MSc thesis on the spectroscopic thermometry system and another member at RWTH is
submitting a PhD thesis. The University of Oxford is working on FSI with NPL and the University of South
Wales is working with NPL on photonics for the FSI system (both collaborations outside of the LaVA project).
One patent has been applied for by participant IK4-TEKNIKER in the subject of spatial tracking of objects.
Impact on industrial and other user communities
Impact on these communities will happen through the use of the project’s outputs as metrology enablers for
digitisation of European industries manufacturing large items (e.g. aerospace, automotive, civil nuclear
build). Many organisations are building robotic manufacturing and inspection cells but what is missing is the
data traceability, especially for larger measurands – the robots measure a feature and give a result, but
without any estimate of the measurement uncertainty. The Digitally Enabled Supply Chain (DESC) is reliant
at its core on valid data and without meta data such as uncertainty and SI traceability routes, the outputs of
these expensive systems are ‘images’, ‘pictures’, and estimates – they are not measurements. To facilitate
the take-up of the project outputs, the project will produce a demonstrator integrating many of the developed
systems into a factory metrology network. Uniquely, in this network, the measuring systems will exhibit a
unified network interface and will be outputting traceable dimensional data. Initial planning for the
demonstrator activity at RWTH at the end of the project is already underway and partners have reserved
dates in calendars.
Other deliverables such as the InPlanT-based large machine tool metrology system will be demonstrated in
situ in an operating machine tool, and others such as the FSI-based approach and the multi-camera
technology already have commercially interested parties looking at exploitation routes. For example, partner
NPL has received direct requests from several interested parties to purchase commercial versions of the FSI
system and has been asked to demonstrate it at several end user locations as soon as it is ready.
Due to the intensive equipment build of the project, most of the impact will take place once the equipment is
ready for demonstration. However, there have been requests for early access to technology being developed
in the project by end users, e.g. NPL has received a request from the aerospace community to demonstrate
the improved FSI system in a factory environment and has received two firm orders for the system (from
aerospace manufacturing research organisations) and several tentative enquiries. Several requests for
stakeholder membership have been received so far; some of these were stakeholders in the previous
LUMINAR project and wish to keep involved, others are new. They are predominantly in the aerospace
sector – a key target audience for the project outputs. The stakeholders will start to receive updates on
project progress and be invited to the end of project demonstrator. Some project partners‘ are members of
the International Academy for Production Engineering (CIRP) and will ensure that this community will be able
to access the research, its open data and new facilities and measurement/consultancy services available.
Impact on the metrology and scientific communities
Some project partners‘ are members of the EURAMET Technical Committee for Length (TC-Length) and
Consultative Committee for Length (CCL) at BIPM. The project will develop metrology capability at the
smaller NMIs – for example GUM is setting up a LVM laboratory and participates in many aspects of the
project, gaining experience of research and knowledge of current LVM tools and techniques. The inclusion of
several external partners strengthens the interaction between the metrology and non-NMI communities, e.g.
between NPL and ISI, VTT and MAPVISION, and INRIM and FID. Several outputs are targeted at the wider
metrology community – the improved HCN spectrum data will be useable by any NMI looking for frequency
standards in the infra-red optical regime and the frequency comb being built by NPL for dimensional use will
have other applications in length metrology. Further presentations are planned at conferences and scientific
committees after the current COVID-19 restrictions are lifted.
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Impact on relevant standards
This encompasses more than just the generic knowledge transfer into e.g. ISO/TC 213, which has been
asked by end users to re-think the current ISO standard on laser trackers as it is regarded as too
cumbersome to be used in a commercial environment. Digitisation of industry relies on data and data
interchange and the project outputs will be used as inputs to validating designs of factory metrology networks
and future standards for DESC. The end of project demonstrator will be a unique facility embodying the
concepts envisaged for DESC/Industry 4.0 and will able to be used to generate much pre-normative data
and knowledge needed by the digital standards and ISO Geometrical Product Specifications standardisation
activities. A request for inputs to the next draft of the ISO 10360 standard for laser tracker verification has
been received and this will be actioned in the next few months.
Longer-term economic, social and environmental impacts
The Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) was invented with military applications as its raison d’être,
however it is now known for much wider applications of the technology, from mapping applications and
personal navigation in mobile phones, to aircraft landing guidance systems, autonomous vehicles, structure
monitoring, machine guidance, geophysics studies, climate monitoring, cadastral surveying and many more.
From conversations with end users, it is envisaged that the project will be an enabling technology for indoor
precision navigation/coordinate metrology with a similar broadening of the impact that was experienced by
GNSS, and will be joined by the commercialisation of other project outputs feeding into factories etc. Thus
the longer-term impacts will come from the products that are manufactured in the Digitised Factories of the
Future using Industry 4.0 approaches. These will include: lighter weight aircraft with reduced shimming and
laminar flow wings; more efficiently manufactured cars and vehicles with eco-friendly design for re{manufacture, -cycling, -use}; cost effective engineering and assembly of large, expensive, critical
components for nuclear new build; better control of aerofoil geometry in wind turbines; better alignment of
next-generation science and beamline-based facilities (proton therapy systems); the ability to control fusion
energy plant engineering for future ramp-up post ignition; and new metrology systems for use in hostile
environments (undersea engineering, reactor monitoring; nuclear facility stability evaluation).
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